Craig H.
Hello Ronald McKenzie. How may I help you?

Ronald McKenzie
I have a G73SW and I am having 2 problems. 1. I can not get network communications and I have been using this system for over 1.5 years. 2. I can upgrade the system to Windows 8.

Craig H.
I am sorry to hear that you’re having this issue. I will be more than happy to assist you.

when you say that there is no network connection is this VIA the LAN on or WIFI

Ronald McKenzie
We are experienced software developer and network installers. I think the communication drivers have been corrupted by a Windows update. The system msg we get is that we are connected to wired or wireless but have limited access
We have check to drives and would like to know if you have updated any of them

Craig H.
support.as…hashedid=AA97WmwbzXZHuuPv

Ronald McKenzie
We have checked the drives and would like to know if you have updated any of them. We have downloaded what you currently have on your website. How can we get the original e-support directory

I did not understand your last communications

Craig H.
there are no further updates to this model

Ronald McKenzie
where on your website can we download esupport

we have also googled our problems and have found we are not the only ones

Craig H.
there is no esupport

Ronald McKenzie
We have run hardware checks on the wireless and rj45 connection and they have been given a clean bill of health

Do you understand what I am saying? esupport is a directory that is found on your orginal hdrive.

Do you understand what I am saying? esupport is a directory that is found on your orginal hdrive when you first start the notebook for the first time.

The Dir contains all of the drivers and has a driver installation command to auto install all of the drivers

Craig H.
these can be found in the recovery partition

Ronald McKenzie
We don't have a recovery partition, or org drive crashed and we restored it to a new drive, but we did not backup the recovery partition. So, where can I get that information on your website or can you send up or download a recovery disk?

Craig H.
we build our computers with a recovery partition
on the hard drives to access it you have to press F9 on startup

Ronald McKenzie
and what will it recover?

Craig H.
the entire computer and reload all drivers

Ronald McKenzie
will it distory the data that is already present on the hard drive?

Craig H.
you would have to do a backup of your data if you plan to do this process

Ronald McKenzie
I am trying by hitting F9 it keeps taking me back to enter password prompt

Craig H.
your running windows 7 right ?

Ronald McKenzie
yes

Craig H.
Factory Recovery Win7 Power off your computer  now you will power on the computer and immediately start tapping on the F9 Key  you will see windows boot manager, you will see windows setup EMA enable press enter  you will see windows is loading files  You will then see the asus preload wizard  select english > Next  Select Next again Select recover windows to first partition only > Next  Select Next again  Select Finish

Ronald McKenzie
I just did that and I am still the enter passowrd command

Craig H.
at the windows login screen ?

Ronald McKenzie
ok

Craig H.
which password screen are you seeing the windows login screen ?

Ronald McKenzie
are you talking about advanced boot options?

Craig H.
no you said it is asking you for a password i would like to know what what password are you talking about

Ronald McKenzie
yes, I setup the bios to ask for a password before booting. I am hitting F9 and getting notting. I put the bios boot password in and it starts to boot windows, I then hit F9 i get noting. If I hit F8 I get advanced boot options. one of the options is: firectory services restore mode

Craig H.
F9 should take you to the boot manager
question did you reload the operating system on the computer after you got it ?

Ronald McKenzie
correct and it thens says to hit tab to go to the Menu

No I did not. I don't want to take the chance that it might wipe out my current data. I will backup the system before I actually try any of this, I just need to know what I should run.

Craig H.
when you get to the widows boot manager you are to press enter on the windows setup EMA enable

Factory Recovery Win7 Power off your computer  now you will power on the computer and immediately start tapping on the F9 Key  you will see windows boot manager, you will see windows setup EMA enable press enter  you will see windows is loading files  You will then see the asus preload wizard  select english > Next  Select Next again Select recover windows to first partition only > Next  Select Next again  Select Finish

Ronald McKenzie
in boot manager this is what I see: Windows 7 and Ubuntu : to specity an adanced option for this choice, press F8 and Tools: Windows memory diag. At the bottom of the srceen: Enter=chose Tab=Menu Esc=cancel

I did not see anything for setting up EMA enable press enter

Craig H.
Mr McKenzie this computer does not come with Ubuntu so you should not be seeing this in that screen nor should you be seeing the Windows 7 any time you see Windows 7 in that screen the recovery partition has been tampered with or corrupted

Ronald McKenzie
I installed Ubuntu after I purchased the machine. so, it is one of the operating systems that sit on the boot drive. It have been like this for over18 months running just just fine until June 15, 2013. I purchased the unit in Feb 2012. We had a disk crash in June of 2012 we purchased new drives restored our backup to the new drives. We have been running fine from June 2012 until June 15, 2013.

Craig H.
Mr Mckenzie i did ask you if the computer was reloaded, which it was, so there is no recovery partition on this hard drive as this is not our hard drive as i was made to belive was still in the computer. with the problem that you having right now with the network connection i would recommend that you send in the computer to have it serviced

Ronald McKenzie
What I need is the data on the esupport directory of the C: drive. Or if you can send me a recovery CD or DVD.

Craig H.
you can visit out estore to purchase a recovery disc

Ronald McKenzie
Aslo, I saw hundred's of users stating the same problem I am having. Something, killed the communications drivers. we have very good firewalls so I am sure it was not an virus or web-attack. My guest is

that Microsoft have put a bad system update fix on the system.

And are there any drivers for Windows 8 for the GS73SW. We are not about to purchase a new system just because you don't have drivers for a system that is 18 months old. We have this system load with 2 hard drive and 16gm ram. Asus should provide drives for any new Microsoft operating system.

Craig H.
unfortunately there are no drivers for WIN 8 for this model

Is there anything else I can help you with?

Ronald McKenzie
I have been told that the factory default backup is deleted. Which means we forgot it in the last image backup. And you don't have a way of restoring or creating a new AI Recovery. If this is so, this is why we have been using Apple and Linx and we are moving away from Asus. We are Microsoft software development partners, but if you and Microsoft are going to play the bad support game. we will go without. And will start letting our customers know to no longer purchase Asus products. We have been using your Notebooks and tables exclusively.

